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1. Introduction
Mester (1994), Kager (1996), Mascaró (1996), and Tranel (1996a,b) propose that
phonologically-conditioned suppletive allomorphy is an instance of the Emergence of the
Unmarked (or TETU: McCarthy & Prince 1994). If a morpheme has two listed alternants
X and Y, which respectively appear in the environments A_B and C_D, a TETU analysis
requires two things to hold:
(1)
a. Some (markedness) constraint M1 that exerts the preference AXB 〉 AYB must
dominate all constraints that exert the preference Y 〉 X.
b. Some other (markedness) constraint M2 that exerts the preference CYD 〉 CXD must
dominate all constraints that exert the preference X 〉 Y.
For an example, consider the distribution of the 3rd person masculine singular
pronominal enclitic in Moroccan Arabic, which is [u] after a consonant-final stem and [h]
after a vowel-final stem. Because [u] and [h] bear no phonological resemblance to one
another, it is clear that they need to be analyzed as separate, lexically-listed items, and not
as different realizations of the same underlying form. Mascaró’s analysis assumes that the
3rd-person-masculine-singular morpheme has two underlying forms: {/u/, /h/}. Each
candidate produced by GEN bears a correspondence relation to exactly one of these
underlying forms 1 . Hence, each candidate is pressured to be faithful to only one of the
underlying forms. Mascaró (1996) analyzes this system of allomorphy in TETU terms by
assuming the ranking ONSET » NOCODA. When the stem ends in a vowel, a candidate that
picks /h/ thus beats candidates that pick /u/, because having an onsetless syllable is worse
than having a word-final coda:
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(2)
Moroccan Arabic: ‘his error’ 2
÷
ONSET
/xt a – {h, u}/
Inputs:
Outputs:
÷
/xt a-h/
→ [xt÷ah]
W1
/xt÷a-u/
~ a. [xt÷a.u]

NOCODA
1

L

By contrast, when the stem ends in a consonant, choosing /u/ will not result in an
onsetless syllable. ONSET is therefore indifferent to the choice of allomorphs in the
context of a C-final stem, and NOCODA will exert the decisive preference in favor of a
/u/-selecting candidate over an /h/-selecting one:
(3)
Moroccan Arabic: ‘his book’
/ktab – {h, u}/
ONSET
Inputs:
Outputs:
/ktab-u/
→ [kta.bu]
/ktab-h/
~ a. [ktabh]

NOCODA

L1

In terms of the schema given in (1), ONSET is the constraint M1, which prefers /h/
over /u/ in the context of a V-final stem. This constraint is ranked above the constraint
NOCODA (M2), which will prefer /u/ over /h/, regardless of whether the stem is C-final or
V-final.
Because there are many dimensions of markedness, which often conflict with one
another, it is often possible to identify two markedness constraints that could serve as M1
and M2, and to rank them as required. There are, however, systems of allomorphy where
identifying such a pair of constraints would clearly be difficult if not impossible. The
most widely-discussed example of this sort comes from the allomorphy of the Ergative
suffix in Dyirbal (Dixon 1972, McCarthy & Prince 1990, 1993a: ch. 7, Bonet 2004,
Paster 2005, Bye 2006). In this language, the Ergative is marked by [-ŋku] on disyllabic
vowel-final noun stems, and [-ku] on longer vowel-final stems: 3
(4)
Dyirbal Ergative 4
ya}a-ŋku
‘man-ERG’
yamani-ku
‘rainbow-ERG’
palakara-ku ‘they-ERG’
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I use comparative tableaux throughout; see Prince (2003) on this format and the motivations for it.
The analysis in this paper will consider only the allomorphs that appear with V-final stems. Stems ending
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of [-}u].
4
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In order to analyze the Dyirbal Ergative as TETU, we would have to find some
constraint that preferred [-ŋku] over [-ku], either in general or just in the context of being
attached to a disyllabic stem. Given the great similarity of [-ŋku]’s and [-ku]’s
phonological shapes—as well as the marked status of nasality, of consonant clusters, and
of NC8 sequences—it is far from clear that such a markedness constraint could be found.
Problems of this sort have produced two types of theoretical response in OT. One
is to assume that allomorphs like [-ŋku], rather than being preferred over competing
allomorphs by any markedness constraint, are the beneficiaries of an arbitrary preference,
with that preference enforced in the phonology in various ways (McCarthy & Prince
1993a: Ch. 7, Kager 1996, Picanço 2002, Bonet 2004, Bonet, Lloret & Mascaró 2005,
Mascaró 2005, Kikuchi 2006). The other is to take cases of allomorphy like (4) as
evidence that allomorph selection takes place outside of the phonology proper, via a preEVAL filter on GEN (Lapointe 1999) or a module of inviolable constraints that filters the
output of EVAL (Bye 2006). 5
This paper will argue for the first view, with allomorph selection in the phonology
and arbitrary preference called upon for systems like the Dyirbal Ergative. The
distribution of listed allomorphs in systems like this can be described in phonological
terms, and parsimony would lead us to assume as the null hypothesis that all naturallanguage phenomena that can be so described are part of the phonological module of the
grammar. In order to maintain the null hypothesis, we will need some means for an
arbitrary preference among allomorphs to be exerted within the phonological grammar.
However, as I will argue, all existing proposals about how to implement such a
preference suffer from significant problems.
I therefore propose a new means of exerting arbitrary preferences among
allomorphs. The idea is this: the input to the phonology consists not of pre-selected
morphemes, but rather of linearized bundles of morpho-syntactic features, and the
phonology is responsible for choosing which morphemes are to be associated with each
feature-bundle. Individual lexical entries are specified as spelling out one or more
morphosyntactic features, and there are constraints which favor spelling out as many
features as possible. 6 These constraints are freely re-rankable with phonological
markedness and faithfulness constraints, and so the pressure to spell out as many features
as possible can be overridden on phonological grounds. 7 In this system, arbitrary
5
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preferences among allomorphs such as [-ŋku] over [-ku] in Dyirbal can be attributed to
the assumption that [-ŋku] spells out a proper superset of the morphosyntactic features
that [-ku] does.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the need for
arbitrary preference in the Dyirbal Ergative, by arguing in detail that no combination of
empirically well-justified markedness constraints can be recruited to exert the preference
in favor of [-ŋku] which would be required either in general or just in the contexts where
[-ŋku] appears. Section 3 lays out my proposal, illustrating it with an analysis of the
Dyirbal facts. Section 4 considers previous approaches to arbitrary preference among
allomorphs, arguing that my proposal enjoys a number of empirical and conceptual
advantages over each of them. Section 5 considers some extensions of the proposal
concerning phonologically-induced affix insertion and phonologically-conditioned
deponency. Section 6 concludes.
2. The case for arbitrary preference in the Dyirbal Ergative
In order to justify treating the Dyirbal Ergative as involving an arbitrary preference
between listed allomorphs, we need to show that no markedness constraints whose
existence is empirically justifiable could produce the observed distribution of surface
forms. That is, we need to show that there is no markedness constraint whose effects are
observable in other languages which would exert the required preference in favor of
[-ŋku] over [-ku] in the environments where it appears.
In order to show this, let’s first consider the possibility that [-ŋku] and [-ku] are
derived from a single underlying form, which is not an altogether implausible idea, given
that the two surface allomorphs are so phonologically similar. Suppose first that the
shared UR were /ku/. This would have to be transformed via epenthesis into [-ŋku] just in
case the Ergative marker were suffixed to a disyllabic stem. Such epenthesis would be
hard to phonologically motivate, since Dyirbal has trochaic feet constructed from the left
(Dixon 1972, McCarthy & Prince 1993a: main stress is on the initial syllable, with
secondary stress on all non-final odd-numbered syllables). Hence the epenthesis would
involve adding a coda to an unstressed syllable, which will actually be disfavored by
constraints like the Weight-to-Stress Principle (much as observed by Paster 2005), as
well as the general NOCODA constraint. Moreover, even if there were a constraint that
favored adding codas to unstressed syllables, calling on it for Dyirbal would incorrectly
predict that the same epenthesis would occur when /ku/ was attached to a four-syllable
stem like /palakara/ ‘they’, resulting in unattested
*[(pála)HeadFt(kàraŋ)Ft-ku].
Now suppose instead that the shared UR of the Ergative suffix were /-ŋku/. The
/ŋ/ would have to delete whenever /-ŋku/ were attached to a greater-than-disyllabic stem.
The problem here would be to explain why the /ŋ/ would delete to avoid adding a coda to
(and not just the selection of the lexical items that spell out that structure) occurs in the same grammar as
the phonology. Limits of space and time regrettably prevent me from exploring differences between the
two frameworks in the current paper.
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the unstressed second syllable of a non-head foot, as in [(pá.la)HeadFt(kà.ra)Ft-ku]Wd ‘theyERG’, but not to avoid adding a coda to the unstressed second syllable of a head foot, as in
[(yá.}aŋ)HeadFt-ku]Wd ‘man-ERG’. Conceivably, one might suggest that /ŋ/ escapes deletion
only when it is a coda of a syllable in the head foot, due to positional faithfulness
(Beckman 1998). This, however, cannot be the case in Dyirbal, since the language has
numerous suffixes that contain coda segments which are not subject to deletion, even
outside of the head foot. For instance, the transitive verbalization of [wa.}u] ‘bend’ is
[(wá.}u)HeadFt-mal] ‘make bendy’ (Dixon 1972: 86), and not *[(wá.}u)HeadFt-ma], as we
would expect if affix segments in coda position were only exempt from deletion inside
the head foot 8 .
There is, in sum, little hope of giving an analysis of the [-ŋku]~[-ku] allomorphy
of the Dyirbal ergative which derives the two surface allomorphs from some common
underlying form. We now turn to consider whether a TETU analysis like the one given
for Moroccan Arabic would be possible. Such an analysis would presumably take the
Ergative suffix to have the two underlying forms {/-ŋku/, /-ku/}. Because these two forms
are quite similar to one another, relatively few markedness constraints will distinguish
between them. It is reasonably clear, though, that those markedness constraints that do
will reliably prefer [-ku] over [-ŋku]. *NASAL would be one such constraint; NOCODA
would be another, and *NC8 (‘No sequences of a nasal followed by a voiceless segment’:
Pater 1999) would be a third. In the case of greater-than-disyllabic stems, these
constraints would be assumed to be responsible for the observed victory of a /-ku/selecting candidate over a /-ŋku/-selecting one:
(5)
Dyirbal: ‘rainbow-ERG’
yamani + {/-ŋku/, /-ku/}
Inputs:
Outputs:
yamani + ku
→ [ya.ma.ni.ku]
yamani + ŋku
~ a. [ya.ma.niŋ.ku]

M

*NASAL

NOCODA

2

W3

W1

Candidate (5)a, by virtue of choosing the underlying form /-ŋku/, has one more nasal
consonant and one more coda than does the winner, which chooses /-ku/. Since the two
candidates are identical but for the presence of that coda nasal, it would be reasonable to
assume that no other markedness constraints distinguish between them, and hence the
/ku/-selecting candidate wins, as we in fact observe in Dyirbal.
Meanwhile, there is a passive onlooker in tableau (5): the constraint I have labeled
M. This is the constraint that will have to prefer [-ŋku] over [-ku] when the stem is
disyllabic, and which will have to dominate constraints like *NASAL and NOCODA, in
8

The transitive verbalizer exhibits an allomorphy that potentially challenges any attempt to give a purely
markedness-based analysis of [-ŋku]~[-ku] not involving arbitrary preference. This verbalizer is [-mal]
after a two-syllable stem, but [-(m)pal] after a longer stem. Dixon gives no details of when the [m] of the
second allomorph does and does not appear, but what we potentially have here is a case where the
allomorph with an initial cluster is preferred with longer stems, which is just the opposite of what takes
place with the Ergative suffix.
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order to override those constraints’ preference for [-ku] regardless of the length of the
stem. The problem is that there likely is no such constraint. As we have noted, CON is
unlikely to contain any universal markedness constraint that would prefer [-ŋku] over
[-ku] in general—and certainly not any markedness constraint that would exert that
preference just in case the preceding stem were disyllabic.
There is one conceivable markedness-based strategy for enforcing a preference
for [-ŋku] over [-ku]. This would be to assume that [-ku] is indexed to an Alignment
constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1993b) which forbids it to be affixed to a disyllabic stem.
As mentioned, a disyllabic stem in Dyirbal will be co-extensive with the head foot of the
prosodic word. The requisite Alignment constraint would then require that [-ku] not have
the head foot immediately to its left. Such an Alignment constraint, stated in negative
terms, goes outside the schema of Generalized Alignment constraints as they are
proposed in McCarthy & Prince (1993b), wherein these constraints are always stated in
positive terms. There is probably good reason for not expanding the possible form of
Alignment constraints in this manner: negative alignment constraints (e.g. ‘the {L, R}
edge of morpheme X must not be aligned with the {L, R} edge of a stressed syllable’)
would predict, among other things, systems of infixation where infixes target the
edgemost unstressed syllable/foot/etc. Such systems do not seem to be attested (Yu 2003,
Fitzpatrick to appear).
In sum then, there is clearly no hope for a TETU analysis of the allomorphy of the
Dyirbal Ergative because there is no plausibly-extant markedness constraint that will
exert the required preference for [-ŋku] in the contexts where it appears. Therefore, if we
are to have the choice of [-ŋku] vs. [-ku] to take place within the phonological component
of the grammar, we will require some mechanism for exercising an arbitrary preference
in favor of [-ŋku]. The next section lays out my proposal about how to enforce that
preference within EVAL.
3. Encoding arbitrary preference in spell-out
The allomorphs [-ŋku] and [-ku] stand in a special-general relationship: [-ŋku]
appears in one specific context (after a disyllabic stem), and [-ku] appears elsewhere. In
this case, the context of the special allomorph is phonologically defined. There are,
however, many other instances of competing special vs. general allomorphs, where the
context of the special allomorph is morphosyntactically defined.
In realizational theories of morphology like A-Morphous Morphology (Anderson
1992) and Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993, 1994), the latter type of
special/general competition is handled using versions of what Halle (1997) formulates as
the Subset Principle. This is the requirement that, of all the available lexical items or
realization rules in a language, the one employed in a given morphological position is the
one which realizes or ‘spells out’ the largest possible subset of the morphosyntactic
features in that position, without any mismatches. A simple example comes from
agreement morphology on Dutch strong adjectives (Sauerland 1995). Neuter singular
strong adjectives have no overt agreement morphology; all other adjectives bear a suffix
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–e. In terms of two binary morphosyntactic features [±neuter] and [±plural], the
distributions of these two affixes can be described as shown below:
(6)
[-plural]
[+plural]

[-neuter]
-e
-e

[+neuter]
Ø
-e

A Subset Principle-based account of these facts would posit (as Sauerland 1995
does) that the Dutch lexicon contains the following two agreement suffixes:
(7)

Ø spells out [+neuter, -plural]
-e spells out no features

Dutch adjectives, we may assume, include an Agreement position bearing
specifications for the features [±neuter] and [±plural]. Per the Subset Principle, the
morphology will associate with this position the morpheme which spells out the largest
subset of these features it can, with no mismatches. So, when an adjective bears the
features [+neuter, -plural], the phonologically-null morpheme Ø will be chosen, since it
is specified in the lexicon as spelling out both of these features, whereas the competing
suffix –e spells out no agreement features. On the other hand, if the adjective is, say,
[+neuter, +plural], insertion of Ø will not be an option, because Ø is specified to spell
out [-plural], which would be a featural mismatch. Hence –e is used instead.
Let’s now illustrate how this model of competition between Ø and –e could be
handled in an OT framework. We will need, first of all, a constraint that will enforce the
pressure to spell out as many features as possible. The family of such constraints can be
defined as follows:
(8)
SPELL-OUT(F): For every instance of the morphosyntactic feature [F] residing on a
feature-bundle β in the input, assign a violation-mark if a morpheme specified as
spelling out [F] has not been inserted on β.
I will assume, along with Halle & Marantz (1993, 1994) that the input to the
morphological component of the grammar consists of a set of bundles of
morphosyntactic features, which occupy terminal nodes of the tree structure emitted by
the syntax. Morphemes (or ‘vocabulary items’, in Distributed Morphology parlance)
compete for insertion onto these terminals. Constraints of the SPELL-OUT(F) will favor
insertion of morphemes which spell out more of the features on a given terminal over
those that spell out fewer features, since every un-spelled-out feature X results in a
violation of SPELL-OUT(X). 9

9

For previous OT implementations of Distributed Morphology, which make very similar proposals, see
Noyer (1993), Bonet (1994), and Trommer (2000).
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The second thing we need for our analysis of Dutch is a constraint which will
over-ride the preferences of SPELL-OUT(F) by penalizing the insertion of morphemes
whose featural specifications don’t match those of the terminal they’re inserted onto.
This constraint can be defined as follows:
(9)
MATCH(F): For every instance of the morphosyntactic feature F which a morpheme is
specified as spelling out, assign a violation-mark if that morpheme has been
inserted onto a feature-bundle which does not contain F.
We are now equipped to provide an OT analysis of Dutch. First, consider what
happens when the input contains a [+neuter, -plural] feature-bundle:
(10)
[+neuter, -plural]
→ [+neuter, -plural]
|
{+neuter, -plural}1
~ a. [+neuter, -plural]
|
{}2

MATCH
([+neuter])

SPELL-OUT
([+neuter])

SPELL-OUT
([-plural])

W1

W1

e2
The notation I use for candidates will require some explanation. In square brackets at the
top of each cell are the feature-bundles emitted by the syntax, which form the input to
the morphology. In italics are the abstract morphemes that are inserted onto each of those
feature-bundles, expressed as the set of features which the morpheme spells out. At the
bottom of each cell, coindexed with the morphemes, are the phonological structures that
make up the underlying form associated with each one of those morphemes. No such
structure appears in the winning candidate in tableau (10), because the morpheme
inserted in this candidate is Ø, which has an empty underlying form.
In the case of (10), the winning candidate is the one which employs the
morpheme Ø. This morpheme spells out both of the input features [+neuter] and
[-plural], and it does not spell out any features that are absent in the input. As such it
incurs no violations of any SPELL-OUT(F) or MATCH(F) constraints. By contrast,
candidate (10)a, which has inserted –e, violates both SPELL-OUT([+neuter]) and SPELLOUT([-plural]), because –e is not specified as being able to spell out either of these
features.
Something different will happen when the input contains a different pair of
features, say [-neuter, -plural]:
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(11)
[-neuter, -plural]

MATCH
([+neuter])

→ [-neuter, -plural]
|
{}2
e2
~ a. [-neuter, -plural]
|
{+neuter, -plural}1

W1

SPELL-OUT
([+neuter])

SPELL-OUT
([-plural])

1

1

L

L

As before, the candidate which inserts –e does so at the cost of violating SPELLOUT([+neuter]) and SPELL-OUT([-plural]), since –e is not specified to spell out any
features. However, the candidate which inserts Ø now incurs a violation of
MATCH([+neuter]), because Ø is specified as spelling out [+neuter], a feature-value
which is not present in the input. If MATCH([+neuter]) dominates both SPELLOUT([+neuter]) and SPELL-OUT([-plural]), then –e will be used rather than Ø when the
input contains the feature [-neuter]. Endowing the same high rank on MATCH([-plural])
will, analogously, give the desired result for [+plural] inputs.
In the Dutch example, then, the special-general relationship between Ø and –e can
be accounted for by assuming that the special allomorph Ø spells out a proper superset of
the features that the elsewhere allomorph –e does. If lexical selection is governed by the
Subset Principle, then the assumptions shown in (7) regarding the lexical specifications
of the two morphemes assures that Ø will always be chosen over –e in the contexts
where Ø is in fact found, with –e emerging elsewhere, when selection of Ø would result
in a prohibited morphological mismatch.
The competition between [-ŋku] and [-ku] in the Dyirbal Ergative has a parallel
character: [-ŋku] is the special case, and [-ku] emerges in its place when use of [-ŋku]
would be prohibited. There is the difference, though, that whereas the Dutch special-case
allomorph Ø is blocked by a morphosyntactic factor (avoidance of feature mismatches),
the Dyirbal special-case allomorph [-ŋku] is blocked by a phonological factor: it cannot
be suffixed to a longer-than-disyllabic stem.
The two examples from Dutch and Dyirbal seem to indicate that one pressure
within the grammar—the need to prefer privileged, special-case allomorphs—can be
over-ridden by both by a pressure to avoid feature mismatches, and also can by the
prosodic restrictions on the distribution of affixes. If, in the interest of theoretical
economy, we treat the preference for the privileged allomorph in each case as stemming
from the same mechanism (a pressure to spell out as many morphosyntactic features as
possible), then this suggests that lexical selection occurs in the same OT grammar as the
phonology, wherein the constraints responsible for morphological pressures like
maximizing feature spell-out interact with—and can be violated under the compulsion
of—phonological constraints.
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By far the standard assumption in all schools of generative phonology is that the
lexical items which express morpho-syntactic features are selected before the phonology
begins. (Even in theories with serial morphology-phonology interleaving like Lexical
Phonology, the typical assumption is that the insertion of morphemes at a given level
precedes the phonology relevant to that level.) The phonology has no role to play in
selecting lexical items (that is, selecting which underlying form to employ as the
exponent of a given set of morphosyntactic features) except in the event that a single
lexical entry has more than one underlying form, as assumed in TETU analyses of listed
allomorphy like the one of Moroccan Arabic discussed earlier.
I propose instead that no lexical items have been selected at the point where the
phonology gets underway. The input to the phonology consists, I suggest, only of a set of
linearly-ordered morpho-syntactic feature bundles. For instance, in Dyirbal, the input for
‘man-ERGATIVE’ is not /ya}a-{/ŋku/, /ku/}/ but instead what we can represent as //MANERGATIVE//. In this latter representation, ‘MAN’ stands for the bundle of semantic and
morpho-syntactic features corresponding to the meaning ‘man’, and ‘ERGATIVE’
represents the bundle of morpho-syntactic features corresponding to Ergative case.
When candidates are constructed in a TETU analysis of listed allomorphy, GEN
has two dimensions of choice in candidate construction. Not only do candidates vary in
their output phonological shape, but they also vary in the underlying form to which that
output bears a correspondence relation. In TETU analyses, GEN’s range of choice with
respect to the input is relatively limited: when a morpheme like the Moroccan Arabic 3rd
person masculine singular clitic has more than one underlying form, GEN has to pick
exactly one of them to which the output bears a correspondence relation and is thus
pressured to be faithful to. In the model proposed here, the situation is similar, but GEN’s
freedom of choice with respect to underlying forms is more pervasive: for each of the
feature-bundles in an input representation like //MAN-ERGATIVE//, the grammar can pick
zero or more lexical items to associate with it, and it is the underlying forms of those
lexical items to which the output representation of a given candidate bears a
correspondence relation. In principle, any morpheme in the lexicon can be chosen for
insertion onto any of the feature-bundles, and any number of morphemes can be inserted
onto a single feature bundle. We thus will require that there be some mechanism to
evaluate how good a given morpheme is as a speller-out of a given bundle of
morphosyntactic features, and a means to enforce an economy of allomorphs, so that
piling up of multiple lexical items on the same feature-bundle will not be the normal
case.
The first criterion can be implemented by SPELL-OUT(F) constraints, as I now
proceed to illustrate. 10 In what follows, I’ll adopt—merely for the sake of illustration,
rather than for that of endorsement—the theory of case features proposed in Halle &
Vaux (1998). In this theory, Ergative case comprises a bundle of four morphosyntactic
10

MATCH(F) constraints will not figure in our discussion of Dyirbal, since we will only be considering
Ergative inputs, and consequently opportunities to create a feature mismatch will not arise.
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features [-oblique, +structural, +superior, -free]. To make [-ŋku] the privileged
allomorph, we need then only assume that it spells out some larger subset of these
features than [-ku] does, for example:
(12)
a. /-ŋku/ spells out [-oblique, +structural, +superior, -free]
b. /-ku/ spells out [-oblique, +structural, +superior]
Assuming this particular (arbitrarily-chosen) subset-superset relation between the two
allomorphs, candidates that insert /-ŋku/ onto the ERGATIVE feature-bundle are preferred
over those that insert /-ku/ onto that same feature-bundle by the constraint
SPELL-OUT([-free]):
(13) /-ŋku/ gets inserted on Case-slot of disyllabic Ergative nouns
[MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
SPELL-OUT([-free])
Inputs:
→ [MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
|
‘man’1

|
{-obl, +str, +sup, -fr}2

y1a1}1a1 - ŋ2k2u2
~ a. [MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
|
‘man’1

|
{-obl, +str, +sup}3

Outputs:
[ya}aŋku]

[ya}aku]

*NASAL

1

W1

L

y1a1}1a1 - k3u3
Now that we are doing phonology and lexical insertion in a single tableau, our
candidates will require elaboration into input and output levels. The notation in the
‘Inputs’ column is identical to that used earlier in the analysis of Dutch. The
phonological structures in this column are the underlying forms of the morphemes
inserted in each candidate. The output form (which stands in correspondence with that
phonological underlying forms and which is evaluated by markedness constraints)
appears in the ‘Outputs’ column.
As we’ve noted, there are many makedness constraints which will prefer [-ku]
over [-ŋku]; in tableau (13) *NASAL is chosen as a representative example. In order for
[-ŋku] to ever be able to win, the preferences of these constraints must be overridden by
the preference of some higher-ranked constraint. SPELL-OUT([-free]) is just such a
constraint: it assigns one violation-mark to the /-ku/-selecting candidate (13)a, because
/-ku/ does not spell out [-free], but no violation-marks to the winning, /-ŋku/-selecting
candidate, because /-ŋku/ does spell out [-free].
This much will get us the desired results for disyllabic stems. For longer stems,
we need /-ku/ rather than /-ŋku/ to be chosen, and this will require that some constraint
that prefers /-ku/ over /-ŋku/ just in case the stem is more than two syllables long to be
11

ranked above SPELL-OUT([-free]). I will follow McCarthy & Prince (1993a) in invoking
the following constraint to disprefer /-ŋku/ with longer stems:
(14)

AFFIX-TO-FOOT
‘The left edge of [ŋku] coincides with the right edge of the head foot’ 11

In Alignment terms, AFFIX-TO-FOOT is equivalent to ALIGN([-ŋku], L, HeadFt, R). As
mentioned in the previous section, Dyirbal has trochaic stress with main stress on the
initial syllable, and therefore a disyllabic stem will be co-extensive with the head foot.
When the stem is disyllabic, /-ŋku/-selecting candidates will satisfy AFFIX-TO-FOOT,
because /-ŋku/ appears immediately after the head foot, as AFFIX-TO-FOOT demands.
Candidates that select /-ku/ will also satisfy AFFIX-TO-FOOT, albeit vacuously, because
/-ku/ is not indexed to that constraint. As such, AFFIX-TO-FOOT exerts no preference
between the competing allomorphs when the stem has two syllables, and the preferences
of SPELL-OUT([-free]) become decisive.
By contrast, when the stem has more than two syllables, AFFIX-TO-FOOT will
disprefer the use of /-ŋku/, and /-ku/ will then emerge as the optimal choice:
(15) /ku/ gets inserted on Case slot of longer Ergative nouns
[ROOT]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
AFFIX-TOFOOT
Inputs:
Ouputs:
→ [ROOT]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
[yamaniku]
|
|
‘rainbow’1 {-obl, +str, +sup}3
y1a1m1a1n1i1 - k3u3
~ a. [ROOT]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
|
|
‘rainbow’1 {obl, +str, +sup, -fr}2

[yamaniŋku]

W1

SPELL-OUT([-free])

1

L

y1a1m1a1n1i1 - ŋ2k2u2
As before, using /-ku/ results in violation of SPELL-OUT([-free]), but this is tolerated for
the sake of avoiding instances of /-ŋku/ that are not aligned with the head foot.
So far in this section, we have only considered candidates that insert just one of
/-ŋku/ vs. /-ku/. What about a candidate like *[ya}a-ŋku-ku] where the two allomorphs
of the Ergative suffix pile up in the output? In an analysis with disjunctive underlying
forms like the one given for Moroccan Arabic, candidates like this are eliminated by
11

While this constraint may seem to be entirely ad hoc, it is not unusual for affixes to be indexed to
prosodic size requirements on the bases that host them. For example, English comparative –er seems to
require a single-foot base: smarter but *intelligenter. See the discussion of Prosodic Circumscription in
McCarthy & Prince (1990) for more examples.
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stipulating that each candidate has to pick exactly one underlying form to use. In my
proposal, as we will now see, there is no need for such a stipulation.
The reason for *[ya}a-ŋku-ku]’s ungrammaticality resides in phonological
markedness. Whenever a phonologically non-null morpheme is inserted, it results in an
increased amount of structure in the output, which (in general) means more markedness
violations. If lexical insertion occurs in the same module of the grammar as the
phonology, the markedness incurred by extra structure assures that the grammar will
insert lexical items only to the extent that is necessary to satisfy SPELL-OUT(F)
constraints. Consider, for instance, what happens with //MAN-ERGATIVE// in Dyirbal:
(16) Economy of allomorphs derives from phonological markedness
[MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
SPELL-OUT(F) *[+dorsal]
Inputs:
→ [MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
|
‘man’1

|

Outputs:
[ya}aŋku]

2

{-obl, +str, +sup, -fr}2

y1a1}1a1 - ŋ2k2u2
~ a. [MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
|
‘man’1

\
{-obl, +str, +sup}3

W3

[ya}aŋkuku]

{-obl, +str, +sup, -fr}2

y1a1}1a1 - ŋ2k2u2 - k3u3
~ b. [MAN]—[-obl, +str, +sup, -fr]
|
‘man’1

[ya}a]

W4

L

y1a1}1a1
The winning candidate, [ya}a-ŋku], spells out all four of the morphosyntactic features
that make up ERGATIVE, and hence receives no violation-marks from any SPELL-OUT(F)
constraints. However, by having the affixal segments /-ŋku/ present in the output, it
violates *[+dorsal], as well as *[+nasal], *[+round], and whatever other markedness
constraints disprefer the presence of any of the segments [-ŋku].
The losing candidate *[ya}a], which inserts no Ergative affix, avoids these
markedness violations, but it violates the various SPELL-OUT(F) constraints applicable to
the features that make up ERGATIVE. This means that those SPELL-OUT(F) constraints
must dominate such markedness constraints as *[+dorsal]. However, these markedness
still play a crucial role in making *[ya}a-ŋku-ku] harmonically bounded. Because
inserting /-ŋku/ alone suffices to satisfy all of the SPELL-OUT(F) constraints, there is
nothing gained in performance on those constraints by inserting /-ku/ as well. In the
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absence of a morphological rationale for inserting both Ergative allomorphs, the
presence of an extra [+dorsal] consonant (and an extra round vowel, etc.) in*[ya}a-ŋkuku] results in its being harmonically bounded by the attested winner [ya}a-ŋku].
The present theory, then, is able to derive economy of lexical insertion in the
same way that OT derives other kinds of structural economy like limits on epenthesis:
for the most part, more structure means more markedness violations (and more DEP
violations, in the case of epenthesis), so structure will be added only to the minimum
extent required for the satisfaction of higher-ranked constraints. 12, 13 This result gives the
lexical-insertion-in-the-phonology approach a clear advantage over a theory which
allows morphemes to have multiple underlying forms, which require an independent
stipulation to rule out candidates in which multiple allomorphs pile up in the output.
The theory being advocated here has a second conceptual advantage: we no
longer need to assume that morphemes can have multiple underlying forms. If lexical
insertion precedes the phonology, then analyzing allomorphic alternation that takes place
in the phonology requires us to assume that the lexical items chosen by the
morphosyntax can have disjunctive phonological content, as we saw in the analysis of
Moroccan Arabic. If, on the other hand, the phonology is responsible for choosing which
lexical items to insert, we are free to regard sets of competing ‘allomorphs’ like /-ŋku/
and /-ku/ as fully separate lexical entries, each with just a single underlying form.
In this section, I have shown that a lexical-insertion-in-the-phonology approach is
capable of giving a descriptively adequate account of the arbitrary preference required
for the Dyirbal Ergative, and that it additionally achieves conceptual advantages over a
multiple-underlying-forms theory. In the next section, I compare my theory with existing
proposals about arbitrary preference among allomorphs, and show that mine has
advantages over each of them.
4. Arbitrary preference among allomorphs: Previous proposals
The first OT-based proposal for implementing an arbitrary preference among
allomorphs is found in the analysis of the Dyirbal Ergative in McCarthy & Prince (1993a:
ch. 7). They argue for a serial analysis in which the privileged allomorph /-ŋku/ is ‘tried’
first. That is, in the first pass of constraint evaluation, the input contains only the
allomorph /-ŋku/ rather than the pair of underlying forms {/-ŋku/, /-ku/}. They further
12

For relevant discussion of economy of structure in OT, see Grimshaw (2003) and Gouskova (2003).
Given my claim that phonological markedness will countervail against the insertion of (most)
phonologically non-null morphemes, the analysis of Dutch presented earlier will require some revision.
Specifically, we may need to discard the assumption that –e spells out literally no features, since the
markedness violations that come from adding this vowel would not be counterbalanced by any gain in
performance on SPELL-OUT(F) constraints. This matter might be solved by assuming that the features
[±neuter] and [±plural] are terminals of a morphosyntactic feature geometry (as in Harley & Ritter 2002),
and that –e spells out a single non-terminal feature of the tree which would be shared by all of the cells in
(6)—perhaps simply the root node RE (‘referring expression’). Alternatively, we could posit a constraint
which demanded that every feature-bundle have at least one morpheme inserted onto it; such a constraint
would favor the insertion of –e over the insertion of no morpheme at all, even if –e spells out no features.
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assume that the allomorph /-ŋku/ is indexed to the constraint AFFIX-TO-FOOT defined in
(14). If the constraint AFFIX-TO-FOOT, along with ALIGN([ŋku],R, PWd, R), which will
militate against infixing /-ŋku/, are ranked above the anti-null-parse constraint MPARSE
(Prince & Smolensky 2004 [1993], Wolf & McCarthy to appear), the null parse will win
on the first pass of constraint evaluation if the stem involved is greater than disyllabic:
(17) /yamani-ŋku/ leads to null parse
/yamani-ŋku/
AFFIX-TO-FOOT
→ null parse
~ a. [(yá.ma)HeadFt( nì.ŋku)Ft]Wd
~ b. [(yá.ma) HeadFt(ŋkù.ni)Ft]Wd

ALIGN([ŋku],R,
PWd,R)

MPARSE
1

W1

L
L

W1

The fully-faithful candidate (17)a violates AFFIX-TO-FOOT because the suffix [-ŋku] is not
adjacent to the head foot. AFFIX-TO-FOOT is satisfied in (17)b, which infixes /-ŋku/ so as
to place it immediately to the right of the head foot, but this involves displacing [-ŋku]
from the right edge of the PWd, and hence violating ALIGN([ŋku],R, PWd, R). Both of
these constraints are ranked above MPARSE, and so the null parse (which, by hypothesis,
violates no constraint but MPARSE) is the winner.
Because the pass of constraint evaluation with /-ŋku/ in the input fails to produce
any output, the grammar then tries again with the elsewhere allomorph /-ku/ in the input
instead. Because /-ku/ is not indexed to AFFIX-TO-FOOT, that constraint can no longer be
violated, and the fully-faithful candidate now defeats the null parse:
(18)
/yamani-ku/
→ [(yá.ma)Ft( nì.ku)Ft]Wd
~ a. null parse

AFFIX-TO-FOOT

ALIGN([ŋku],R,
PWd)

MPARSE

W1

While this approach does work, it suffers from the conceptual drawback of having to
impose an external mechanism of ‘order of trying’ to get the desired result. Since
competition is the essence of OT, we would prefer on grounds of parsimony for
competition like that between /-ŋku/ and /-ku/ in Dyirbal to be hashed out within an OT
grammar. 14
The MPARSE approach also suffers from a second, more serious drawback: it is
unable to account for systems of allomorphy in which some realization (whether faithful
14

The MPARSE approach to arbitrary preference does have the possible advantage of being able to
accommodate competition between synthetic and periphrastic expressions with the same meaning, where
the two competing forms might not plausibly belong to the same candidate set, at least not at the level of
the phonology. The question of whether competition between synthesis and periphrasis exists is a
controversial one, and addressing it would be well beyond the scope of this paper; Embick & Marantz
(2006) is a recent entry denying that there is such competition, which cites a number of works taking the
opposite view.
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or unfaithful) of both allomorphs would be more harmonic than the null parse. Consider,
as an example, the indefinite article in English, which is a ([eI]~[ə]) before a following
consonant-initial word and an ([æn]) before a following vowel-initial word. If there were
an arbitrary preference between these two allomorphs, then one of them would have to
yield the null parse as winner when it was ‘tried’ in the environment where it does not
appear. If a were the special case, the null parse would have to be the optimal output for
an input like a apple, and likewise if an were the special case, the null parse would have
to be the optimal output for an input like an duck. The problem here is that these inputs
would respectively result in the phonotactically-permitted outputs [ə./æpl`] and [æn.d√k].
The null parse would never win, and the elsewhere allomorph would never get to be tried.
Given this, the MPARSE approach would require that systems of listed allomorphy
which involve arbitrary preference have a fundamentally different architecture from at
least some systems that do not. In the former case, there would be only one allomorph in
the input at a time, with allomorphs being tried in the requisite order, whereas in the latter
case, both allomorphs would have to be present in the input simultaneously, as in the
analysis given for Moroccan Arabic in (2)-(3).
This situation stands in contrast to that of the lexical-insertion-in-the-phonology
view advocated here. In the present proposal, systems that involve arbitrary preference
and those that do not can be analyzed using exactly the same architecture. For a case like
that of the Moroccan Arabic 3rd person masculine singular clitic, where there is no
arbitrary preference, we simply need to assume that the two lexical items /h/ and /u/ each
spell out exactly the same set of morphosyntactic features. This means that all constraints
of the SPELL-OUT(F) and MATCH(F) families will be indifferent as to whether to use /h/
or /u/, and the choice will be left entirely up to the phonological constraints.
The second existing proposal about arbitrary preference is advanced by Bonet,
Lloret, and Mascaró (2005) and Mascaró (2005), and also is used in Bonet (2004) and
Kikuchi (2006) 15 . It involves the following constraint:
(19)

PRIORITY. Respect lexical priority (ordering) of allomorphs.
Given an input containing allomorphs m1, m2, …, mn, and a candidate mi′, where
mi′ is in correspondence with mi, PRIORITY assigns as many violation marks as
the depth of ordering between mi and the highest dominating morph(s).
(Definition from Mascaró 2005: 15)

PRIORITY-based analyses are architecturally identical in form to multiple-UR
TETU analyses like the one presented earlier for Moroccan Arabic: there is only one
pass of constraint evaluation, and all of the competing allomorphs in the input at once.
The following tableaux, adapted from Bonet (2004), illustrates how the PRIORITY
approach handles the Dyirbal facts:

15

The ad hoc constraint GENITIVE=/-n/ which Kager (1996) uses for Djabugay is effectively equivalent to
the PRIORITY proposal.
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(20) Dyirbal ‘man.ERG’ with PRIORITY
AFFIX-TO-FOOT
/ ya}a -{ŋku, ku}/

PRIORITY

→ [(yá.}a)HeadFt ŋku]Wd
~ a. [(yá.}a)HeadFt kuFt]Wd

W1

With a disyllabic stem, as in (20), [-ŋku] and [-ku] can both be suffixed to the head foot.
Candidate (20)a thus satisfies AFFIX-TO-FOOT, because [-ŋku] is so suffixed, and (20)b
satisfies the same constraint, vacuously because /-ku/ is not indexed to AFFIX-TO-FOOT.
Since AFFIX-TO-FOOT is indifferent as to the choice of allomorphs, the choice is made by
the lower-ranked constraint PRIORITY. The winning candidate chooses the first-listed
underlying form /-ŋku/ and thus gets no marks from PRIORITY. By contrast, candidate
(20)a chooses the second-listed underlying form /-ku/. It therefore gets one mark from
PRIORITY, and thus loses.
Now consider what happens with a greater-than-disyllabic stem:
(21) Dyirbal ‘rainbow.ERG’ with PRIORITY
/yamani-{ŋku, ku}/
AFFIX-TO-FOOT
→ [(yá.ma)HdFt( nì.ku)Ft]Wd
~ a. [(yá.ma)HdFt( nì.ŋku)Ft]Wd
W1

PRIORITY
1

L

Because, when the stem is more than two syllables long, the head foot is no longer at the
right edge of the Prosodic Word, neither allomorph of the Ergative suffix can be suffixed
to the head foot. As a result, the candidate that chooses the first-listed underlying form
/-ŋku/ incurs a violation from AFFIX-TO-FOOT. The candidate that chooses /-ku/ gets no
such violation (again vacuously because /-ku/ is not indexed to AFFIX-TO-FOOT), and so
the /-ku/-selecting candidate now emerges as the winner, because AFFIX-TO-FOOT is
higher-ranked than PRIORITY.
The PRIORITY approach is thus able to get the desired results because the
constraint PRIORITY can exert whatever pairwise preferences are needed: we simply list
the desired preference-order among allomorphs into the lexicon, and PRIORITY does the
rest. This approach is not without its problems, though. The main one is that, unless we
stipulate a universal upper bound on the number of listed allomorphs that a single
morpheme can have, PRIORITY will have to evaluate candidates gradiently, since it
assigns (n-1) violation-marks to candidates that pick the nth highest-priority allomorph.
For example, Bonet, Lloret, & Mascaró (2005) propose that the masculine gender suffix
in Catalan has three underlying forms, which are ordered in the preference hierarchy
{∅>u>ə} 16 . To give the desired effects, PRIORITY needs to assign one violation-mark to
candidates that pick /-u/ and two violation-marks to candidates that pick /-ə/. Given that,
outside of suppletive allomorphy, gradient evaluation is never necessary and is
16

There are other analyses which posit the existence of more than two allomorphs of a single morpheme:
Mascaró (2005) argues that the infinitive marker in Baix Empordà Catalan has six and that the Classical
Arabic definite article has fourteen, while Wolf (to appear) proposes that morphemes that trigger the
‘mixed mutation’ in Breton have four.
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frequently empirically undesirable (McCarthy 2003a, 2004), we have good reason to
look for an alternative to PRIORITY which requires only categorical evaluation. SPELLOUT(F) constraints are just such an alternative: they assess categorically, assigning a
single violation mark for each instance of the feature F in the input that is not spelled out
in the output.
The third and final existing proposal about arbitrary preference also uses
categorical constraints. Picanço (2002) proposes that, when a morpheme has multiple
allomorphs, each allomorph is indexed to a PARSE-MORPH constraint (Akinlabi 1996).
The constraint PARSE-MORPH(X) is violated by a given candidate if that candidate fails
to pick allomorph X, so the ranking of the various PARSE-MORPH constraints will
determine the order of (arbitrary) preference among the allomorphs. For instance, in
Dyirbal, for input /ya}a-{/ŋku/, /ku/}/, the candidate [ya}a-ŋku] violates PARSEMORPH(-gu), while *[ya}a-ku] violates PARSE-MORPH(-ŋku). If PARSE-MORPH(-ŋku) is
higher-ranked, then [ya}a-ŋku] will be preferred over *[ya}a-ku]. There is a problem,
though: there is no clear reason why both of these candidates should not be bested by
*[ya}a-ŋku-ku], which satisfies both PARSE-MORPH constraints by virtue of preserving
both allomorphs in the output. Because it contains no mechanism to assure (or even
violably prefer) the mutual exclusivity of the various allomorphs of a single morpheme,
a PARSE-MORPH approach to arbitrary preference does not look like the right way to
go. 17 By contrast, as shown in (16), the lexical-insertion-in-the-phonology approach is
able to derive the required economy of allomorphs from the effect of phonological
markedness constraints.
5. Extensions
I have advocated in this paper the proposition that the insertion and selection of
lexical items takes place entirely in the same OT grammar as the phonology. While the
need for arbitrary preference in certain systems of allomorphy provided the motivation
for this proposal, I will now proceed to argue that it results in several further advantages.
One potentially advantageous consequence is that morphemes could be inserted
for solely phonological reasons. That is, if “insert a lexical item” is one of the operations
available to GEN, this could be done not only to satisfy constraints like SPELL-OUT(F)
but also as an alternative to epenthesis. There are situations in a few languages for which
essentially this analysis has been suggested. Hale (1973) argues that the following wordfinal augmentation rule exists in certain Western Desert dialects such as Pitjantjatjara:
(22)

∅→ pa / C___#
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Steriade (1999, 2000) does propose that properties of different allomorphs can be combined in the output.
For a critique of PARSE-MORPH constraints as an approach to consonant mutation and other ‘process’
morphology (the purpose for which Akinlabi 1996 proposes them), see Wolf (to appear).
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The process is clearly conditioned by the presence of what would otherwise be a
word-final consonant—in Pitjantjatjara, when the stem is followed by a V-final suffix,
the augmentative /pa/ doesn’t show up:
(23)
uninflected
mankurpa
punpunpa

ergative
mankur-tu
punpun-tu

dative
mankur-ku
punpun-ku

‘three’
‘fly’

The /pa/ also appears after certain verbal suffixes: /-n, -nin, -ŋin, -nin/ ~ /-npa, -ninpa,
-ŋinpa, -ninpa/.
This augmentation process is theoretically challenging because the marked status
of [+labial] place means that epenthesis of [+labial] consonants should be impossible.
The tableau below illustrates the analysis that I propose for Pitjantjatjara, and the
markedness problem that would arise for the assumption that the augmentative [-pa] were
epenthetic:
(24)
[THREE]

DEP

Inputs:
→ [THREE]
|
‘three’1
m1a1n1k1u1r1
~ a. [THREE]
|
‘three’1
~ b.

~ c.

*C]PWd

*[labial]

Outputs:
[man.kur.pa]
{}2

2

p2a2

m1a1n1k1u1r1
[THREE]
|
‘three’1
m1a1n1k1u1r1
[THREE]
|
‘three’1

[man.kur]
W1

L1

[man.kur.ta]
W2

L1

W2

2

[man.kur.pa]

m1a1n1k1u1r1
(Epenthetic segments are in bold)
The markedness constraint responsible for /pa/-insertion is what we can call
*C]PWd, which bans Prosodic Words from ending in a consonant (see Flack in prep. for
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extensive typological justification of this constraint). For the input //[THREE]//, i.e. the
root meaning ‘three’ alone, with no inflection, the winning candidate is [mankurpa]. This
candidate has inserted the root morpheme /mankur/, as well as the semantically-empty
affix /pa/. The presence of /pa/ means that the winning candidate satisfies *C]PWd, but it
also means that the candidate incurs an extra violation of *[labial], by virtue of
containing the segment /p/.
One competitor of the observed winner is (24)a, which inserts only the root
morpheme /mankur/. This candidate does better than the winner on *[labial], due to the
absence of [-pa], but it loses by virtue of violating the higher-ranked constraint *C]PWd.
Of greater interest are the competitors (24)b-c, with epenthesis. Both of these candidates
violate the anti-epenthesis constraint DEP, by virtue of epenthesizing the sequences [ta] or
[pa]. By contrast, the winner does not violate DEP, because all of its surface segments—
including the [pa]—stand in correspondence with the segments in the underlying form of
some morpheme. Because of this, candidate (24)c is harmonically bounded by the
winner—the two do identically on all markedness constraints, but only (24)c violates
DEP.
Crucially for my argument, (24)c is also harmonically bounded by (24)b, which
epenthesizes [ta] rather than [pa]. The two perform identically on DEP and *C]PWd, but
(24)b is more harmonic than (24)c because the coronal [t] is less marked than the labial
[p]. This means that if lexical insertion were not available as a ‘repair’ in the
phonological component of the grammar—that is, if the depicted winner in tableau (24)
were not a possible candidate—there would be no way for *C]PWd–violation to be
avoided by insertion of [pa], since [pa]-epenthesis should always be harmonically
bounded by [ta]-epenthesis (except in specific contexts that might favor the presence of a
labial, e.g. adjacent to another labial).
The prediction of markedness theory that marked segment types like labials can
never be epenthetic is largely supported by typological surveys (e.g. de Lacy 2002). The
analysis that I offer thus somewhat complicates the status of epenthetic quality as
evidence about markedness, since any segment, no matter how marked, could in principle
belong to the UR of a morpheme inserted for phonological reasons. This does not seem
tremendously worrisome, though, as there are various diagnostics that will often be
available to distinguish epenthetic segments from affix segments. For example, de Lacy
(2002) notes that apparent epenthetic round vowels in Seri, Hungarian and Icelandic are
restricted to particular morphological contexts, and suggests that these segments are
therefore likely to be morphemes rather than true epenthetic segments. Hale (1973)
identifies similar conditions on the distribution of augmentative /-pa/ in Pitjantjatjara —it
does not appear with vocatives or after the 2nd person singular clitic /-n/—and argues
therefrom that /-pa/ is a morpheme. Looking beyond surface evidence, there are also
likely to be experimental means for disentangling the epenthetic vs. affixal status of
segments.
A second, related, potential field of application of the theory proposed here is
phonologically-conditioned deponency, i.e. insertion for phonological reasons of
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morphemes that spell out features other than those present in the input. One widelydiscussed case that has been argued to have this character occurs in French. Certain
adjectives and determiners in that language show a suppletive alternation between a Vfinal form in the masculine and a C-final form in the feminine: [nuvo] nouveau
‘new.MASC’, [nuvεl] nouvelle ‘new.FEM’. However, when the adjective is followed by a
V-initial noun, the feminine form is used, even if the noun is masculine: [nuvεl ã] nouvel
an ‘new year’. (V-initial words that have the so-called h aspiré do not trigger unexpected
use of the feminine.) Tranel (1996a,b) and Perlmutter (1998) analyze this alternation by
assuming that a constraint against hiatus dominates a constraint demanding gender
concord between the noun and the adjective—which, in terms of the analysis given
earlier for Dutch, would presumably be a constraint of the MATCH(F) family. As the
proponents of this analysis of French have noted, for that kind of constraint interaction to
take place, the selection of morphemes based on morphosyntactic criteria like gender
agreement can’t take place before the phonology—the two have to happen in the same
OT grammar, just as this paper has argued to be necessary for dealing with arbitrary
preference among allomorphs. 18 Other possible cases of phonologically-conditioned
deponency are reported in English (Dixon 1982) and Ondarroa Basque (Côté 1999,
2000). Also relevant to the matters discussed in this section is Cook (1971), who argues
that a certain morpheme in Sarcee is inserted only when its presence is necessary to avoid
accidental homophony in a paradigm.
In sum, then, it appears that a whole range of morphological preferences
regarding lexical selection can be over-ridden on phonological grounds. The phonology
can displace a privileged allomorph in favor of its elsewhere competitor (as in the
Dyirbal ergative), it can force the insertion of a morpheme that does not match the
morphosyntactic feature content of the word that bears it (as in French adjectives), and it
can force the insertion of a morpheme whose presence is simply not needed for any
morphosyntactic reason (as in Pitjantjatjara [pa]-augmentation). The convergence of all
these cases strongly suggests that lexical insertion and the phonology occupy a single OT
grammar, as this paper has argued.
6. Conclusion
Phonologists typically assume that morphemes drawn from the lexicon are chosen by the
morpho-syntax before the phonology gets underway. In this paper, I have argued that
there are empirical and conceptual benefits to assuming instead that morphemes are
inserted within the phonology. With respect to the treatment of phonologicallyconditioned suppletive allomorphy, I have argued that an approach based on that
assumption offers the best available analysis of cases of allomorphy involving arbitrary
preference, as in the Dyirbal ergative, avoiding problems faced by MPARSE, PRIORITY,
and PARSE-MORPH theories. Additionally, unlike multiple-UR approaches to
allomorphy, this approach avoids the need to impose an additional stipulation that
candidates can use only one allomorph. I have also explored potentially beneficial
extensions of the theory to insertion of morphemes for strictly phonological reasons, and
18
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to phonologically-motivated deponency. It thus looks very much like placing lexical
insertion fully inside the phonological component of the grammar will allow OT to make
headway on several aspects of the phonology-morphology interface.
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